
Follow the new path

(A). The Strategy  
Paradox

This book is about embracing  
uncertainty in strategic planning

Strategic planning  
has two basic  
components

forecasting

forecasting incorporates  
predictions, assumptions,  
extrapolations

most strategic plans are built  
on specific beliefs about the  
future

forecasting is based on  
expectations

commitment

commitment is a core  
competence of the company  
which makes the strategy hard  
to be copied by the  
competitors

commitment is a pre-requisite  
for all managerial levels of the  
company and should remain  
unchangeable through time

a hard-to-imitate commitment  
can add value to the company  
and creates a competitive  
advantage
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Top level management  
create the strategic plan  
of the company  

they are based on their  
current forecasting  

they decide which targets  
have to be pursued and what  
commitments have to be made
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Companies have a useful  
tool in their path to follow  
their strategic plans and  
this is adaptability  

adaptability may help in cases  
when some commitments need  
to be improved or slightly  
re-directed

adaptability cannot help if the  
strategy of a company is wrong  
as it will follow its pre-defined  
path
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Future outcomes may be the  
same with the expected ones  
as in company's strategic plan  
or different

if they are the same company  
succeeds and commitments  
proved correct

if outcomes are different  
company fails and  
commitments proved incorrect
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This is the Strategy  
Paradox

Strategies with the greatest  
possibility of success also have  
the greatest possibility of  
failure

the ingredients of success are  
the same as in failure

companies that succeeds have  
much more common  
characteristics with the  
failured than with the  
mediocres

Strategy paradox is a  
consequence of the need to  
commit to a strategy despite  
the deep uncertainty  
surrounding which strategy to  
commit to

it is a consequence of the  
conflict between commitment  
and uncertainty
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Pursuing high returns means  
to undertake high risk and  
this implies high exposure in  
the area of uncertainty

6(B). How to resolve  
the Strategy Paradox

Traditional strategic  
planning ignores a  
number of significant  
factors

Forecasting incorporates  
prediction but prediction  
ignores UNCERTAINTY

Nobody can foretell the future as  
this is a "possibility space" which  
means all possible outcomes may  
appear

There are always the  
ubiquity of randomness  
and free will

Adaptability by itself is not sufficient  
as it has limits because competitive  
environments are characterised by  
multiple rates of change, thus the  
company is obliged to match  
different changes at the same time
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Strategic planning needs  
to be re-invented

Uncertainty must not be an  
afterthought and has to be  
placed at the top of the decision  
making while creating the  
strategic plan of a company
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Resolving the strategy paradox  
means: wrestling more effectively  
with the inescapable reality of  
unpredictable and potentially  
radically changing future

The first step is to separate  
the management of  
uncertainty from the  
management of commitments

Each level of the hierarchy  
within the company is defined  
by its relationship to  
managing strategic  
uncertainty

Senior management should  
focus its efforts to manage  
uncertainty while functional  
management should focus in  
delivering the commitments  

This is the principle of  
"Requisite Uncertainty" and the  
author suggests that company's  
managers should separate their  
duties in order to cope with it
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Strategic flexibility is the  
answer for a company to face  
the unexpected

It is a corporate framework using  
a number of tools for the creation  
of strategic options

Strategic flexibility means create  
scenarios to face the uncertainty  
of the future and make real  
options in order to act in a  
manner calibrated to that  
uncertainty
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A new philosophy must be acquired  
to adopt scenario-based strategic  
planning, where top management  
will develop a portfolio of possible  
outcomes and best-fit strategies  
accordingly
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Top managers are responsible  
to create options trying to  
minimise company's exposure  
to uncertainty
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It is suggested to read first "The Strategy Paradox" topic (A) and then follow the path and read the "How to resolve the Strategy Paradox" topic (B).  
This one-page structured illustration aims to help you identify and understand the main points rised in the specific book.  
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